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Minutes of the Upholstered and Stuffed Articles (USA) Advisory Council meeting of the Technical Standards and 
Safety Authority (TSSA) held in Boardroom 1434, 14

th
 Floor, Centre Tower, 3300 Bloor Street West, Toronto, 

Ontario at 9:00 a.m. on the 6
th
 day of July 2011. 

 

Present:   Lloyd Hall (Chair), Simmons Canada Inc., Steve Baumgartner, Winward Floral and Seasonal 
Décor, Ben Farber, Benchmade Leatherworks Inc., Jane McCarthy, Consumers Advisory Council 
(CAC), Virginia Clement, Mattel Canada Inc.  

 
In attendance:  Michael Beard, Vice President, Operations (all items except item 12), Róisín Magill, Recorder (all 

items except item 12), David Lisle, Director Public Relations and Communications (item 9 only), 
Kathy Milsom, President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) (all items except item 12), David 
Scriven, Corporate Secretary (item 7 only) and Dara Vorkapic, Manager, Upholstered and Stuffed 
Articles Safety Program (all items except item 12). 

 
Judith Borts, Senior Policy and Program Analyst (DAA Liaison) Ministry of Consumer Services 
(MCS) (all items except item 12).  

 
Regrets:  Mike Burden, Hartz Canada Inc. and Shelley Kiroff, Wal-Mart Canada Corporation. 
 

1. Constitution of Meeting 
 
L. Hall, Chair welcomed the new Council members, V. Clement, and J. McCarthy. He also welcomed J.  
Borts, Senior Policy and Program Analyst, (DAA Liaison), Ministry of Consumer Services and called the 
meeting to order. A round table of introductions was held wherein J. Borts informed members that she was 
present that day in her role as acting manager for C. Sonnenberg who is on vacation. She further informed 
members of the restructuring in MCS which had occurred since the last meeting of this Council.  
 

2. Approval of Agenda 
 
The order of the agenda was modified to accommodate participants’ schedules but the minutes are 
presented in the order of the agenda as distributed for ease of reference to the materials. 
 
Council members approved the agenda of the July 6, 2011 meeting as revised.  
 

3. Approval of the Minutes 
 
Council members approved the minutes of the November 4, 2010 USA Advisory Council meeting as 
drafted, as being a true and correct record of that meeting. 
 

4. Review of Action Items From Last Meeting 
 
D. Vorkapic reviewed the summary of pending action items from previous meetings with Council members 
and noted that any outstanding items were to be covered on the agenda. 
 

5. Council Chair’s Report 
 
In advance of the meeting, members received the Chair’s annual report, which was treated as read. L. Hall 
briefly spoke of the major achievements of the Council in the past year wherein the Council members had 
the opportunity to engage in discussion with senior MCS policy representatives regarding the exemption of 
padded undergarments and shoulder pads from the regulations. He confirmed that the Council has gained 
an increased appreciation for the process involved in changing regulations and also that more transparency 
has been attained from MCS, as information shared within the Ministry is also being documented and shared 
with the Council.   
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L. Hall further spoke on the key opportunities for TSSA and the Council to engage other resources to gather 
data in support of regulations regarding padded undergarments and shoulder pads, and provide supporting 
information to the MCS. Also, the USA Advisory Council will continue to monitor emerging trends and to 
identify methods of gathering risk data, or perform appropriate evaluations in the absence of available data, 
to make sound decisions and to support awareness programs directed at vendors and customers regarding 
the regulations and compliance. 
 
L. Hall updated members on the Committee of Council Chairs’ meeting which he attended on January 13, 
2011. He advised that the Committee noted the fact that a Korean delegation had visited and shown a keen 
interest in purchasing the use of an aspect of risk informed decision making (RIDM) intellectual property 
rights.  
 
K. Milsom informed members on the background of the Korean delegation visit by advising that TSSA was 
identified by the Korean Government as having a leading international approach and worldwide recognition 
for safety metrics and process. She noted further external validation of RIDM and the disability adjusted life 
years (DALY) metric through organizations such as the University of British Columbia, as well as the 
enthusiasm and interest shown at the recent National Public Safety Advisory Committee (NPSAC) meeting.  
 
K. Milsom responded to questions on the recent Vaughan elevator incident, and also informed members that 
TSSA is currently beginning the process of enhancing its approach to risk based scheduling of periodic 
inspections. 
 

6. TSSA CEO’s Report  
 
As part of the advanced materials for this meeting, Council members received a report from the President 
and CEO concerning TSSA’s key activities over the past two quarters which was treated as read. 
 
With the aid of a PowerPoint presentation, K. Milsom provided an overview of the company’s continued 
strong performance from both safety and financial results perspectives. While all agreed this information was 
interesting, they expressed that they would prefer data that is only pertinent to this Council. She advised 
Council members that in future the discussions would be modified with the inclusion of data available for the 
USA Advisory Council. M. Beard gave an update on how currently the historic information is not available but 
advised that TSSA are moving more data into the system and there will be a fuller understanding of this 
going forward.  
 
K. Milsom responded to questions on ski lifts data being seasonal - and a small subset/sample size - and 
reasons for non-compliance in elevating devices.   
 
A lively discussion ensued with regard to the elevating devices compliance policy which involves shutting 
down non-compliant elevating devices in appropriate instances (e.g. when it is not the only device in the 
building). K. Milsom advised that the approach was working and results show better compliance and fewer 
shutdowns.  
 
In advance of the meeting, members received the Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2011/2012 to 2015/2016 
which was treated as read. A discussion ensued with regard to the ‘vision’ exercise and that TSSA’s vision is 
to be a valued advocate and recognized authority in public safety. K. Milsom briefly spoke on the key 
performance indicators and strategic priorities.  
 
She responded to a question concerning the reasons for the high volume of calls for the contact centre in the 
past and confirmed that current call volume is much lower with response times on average are in the range 
of seven seconds. She advised that the Contact Centre is adequately equipped to respond should there be 
an increase in call volume in the future.   
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A discussion ensued with regard to raising public awareness, TSSA’s strategic partnerships and how TSSA’s 
approach to reporting is evolving to include a public audience.  
 
K. Milsom advised that TSSA will be considering the use of social media over the course of the next year. 
She agreed that there is notable potential to reach the broader public. 
 

7. Next Steps in Approach to the Scope of Regulations 
 
D. Scriven joined the meeting for this item.  

 
L. Hall briefly updated the Council on the last year’s happenings with regard to the USA Advisory Council’s 
approach to the scope of regulations.  
 
He advised that it will be interesting to see the impact of the new Canada Consumer Product Safety Act. He 
further advised that he had been in contact with Kaarina Stiff, at Health Canada who will supply TSSA with 
information on public risks.  
 
A lively discussion ensued wherein one member advised that she is aware that the Workplace Safety and 
Insurance Board (WSIB) holds research data on the effects on the health of workers in the workplace and 
some of this data may be pertinent to the current issue relating to padded undergarments stuffing. The Chair 
mentioned that this council would value the assistance of the CAC in the pursuit of research and evidence 
relating to padded undergarments and shoulder pads.  
 
J. Borts informed the members that she had recently attended a presentation by Shelly Jamieson, Secretary 
of the Cabinet, to members of the Ontario Public Service (OPS). In that presentation S. Jamieson spoke 
about changes in Government with regard to the analysis of policy. She advised that there is a shift towards 
a more formal articulation of evidence-based, outcome focused regulations that are fiscally appropriate (as 
opposed to prescriptive regulations.) In her role as Senior Policy & Program Analyst, J. Borts recommends 
that attention be paid to how issues are positioned and how they can be aligned with what the government is 
committed to on a broader scale.  She also recommended the “bundling” together of advice, suggested it be 
presented to the Minister and his staff in a compelling way as relevant research.  
 
J. Borts responded to a member’s concern with regard to decision-making priorities of government by 
advising that even in cases where there is compelling evidence, the order of the legislative agenda items 
may be determined by other issues which are considered a higher priority. She concluded by quoting a line 
from the presentation by S. Jamieson “Our job as public officials is to speak truth to power.” 
 
A discussion ensued with regard to “leveling the playing field”: areas where the government regulates one 
thing and not another, transparency of the legislative agenda and clarification of gender specific issues.  
 
In response to a comment from D. Scriven in relation to funding for assistance with research, J. Borts 
advised she would keep TSSA updated.  
 
ACTION: In response to the Chair’s request for research assistance from the CAC, J. McCarthy will connect 

with P. Jensen, Chair of the CAC in the first instance and then follow up with E. Nielsen who 
researched and presented valuable information to the USA Council last year. 

 

8. Emerging Trends and Markets 
 

In advance of the meeting, members received the Director’s report on infraction type and number of 
inspection orders which was treated as read.  
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D. Vorkapic spoke briefly to the data contained in the report and responded to questions on the number of 
inspectors in this program, geographical territory and prioritization of complaints. M. Beard further responded 
to a comment that with the strong financial situation of the company, it may be the time to reconsider the 
number of inspectors in this program.  

 

D. Vorkapic further responded to a question on the goal of this data (e.g. is it to do trend analysis to influence 
a decrease in non-compliance). D. Vorkapic advised that the goal is to statistically analyze this data and 
while trends may appear, there could be difficulty in reducing noncompliance due to the international element 
of the business. She advised that she would look into whether the data could be broken down into specific 
areas - e.g. toys or ornaments and textile labeling. It was agreed by all that responses to non-compliance 
and infractions in this sector are resolved without haste due to the dollar value involved. The removal of 
products from shelves is a great deterrent. She advised the Council that she will look at the possibility of 
giving a further breakdown of the data for the next quarterly report.  

 

A discussion ensued with regard to exploring the process for monitoring emerging issues (e.g. other 
jurisdictions) with industry input. K. Milsom opened the floor for ideas to be brought forward and confirmed 
that TSSA is always open to suggestions.  

 

ACTION: D. Vorkapic to look into the possibility of giving a further breakdown of the data for the next 
quarterly report. 

 

9. Consumer Awareness/Education 
 

D. Lisle joined the meeting for this item.  
 
With the aid of a PowerPoint presentation which forms a record of the meeting, D. Lisle demonstrated 
TSSA’s public engagement strategy and research, user behaviour research and how TSSA is applying this 
knowledge.  
 
He responded to questions on public education, new mediums of communications especially targeted at 
“tweens” and new media such as Facebook, interactive exercises and sponsorship. He confirmed that TSSA 
is not adverse to considering sponsorship but is keen to keep independent control and not be seen to 
endorse products.  
 
He responded to comments on measuring movement on the behavioural change continuum and the most 
effective way to communicate key safety messages. He informed members of the ‘surprising’ success of a 
direct mailing pilot carried out in Milton. This was followed up by a survey that demonstrated good retention, 
which proves that this format is working. A discussion ensued with regard to partnerships ‘in kind’ such as 
Toronto Transit Commission and LCBO along with a new partnership with the Blue Jays whereby there will 
be safety messages on baseball cards. Further discussion followed with regard to raising awareness with 
respect to labelling and the context of having more eyes to watch for compliance as well as how TSSA 
bundle messages with a seasonal approach. Suggestions were made with regard to including USA  
messages in the seasonal brochure and D. Lisle advised that TSSA is always happy to hear of new ideas 
and opportunities.  
 

10. Review Membership  
 
In advance of the meeting, members received the membership matrix and membership list. A revised list 
with the new members’ contact details was circulated. All received without comment.  
 
Also in advance of the meeting, members received a status of member terms and attendance. B. Farber and 
S. Baumgartner agreed to another term and were supported by the Council.  
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11. Other Business 
 

 No other business was discussed. 
 

12. In Camera 
 
Council members met in camera without management and guests.  
 
 

13. Termination 
 
The meeting was terminated at approximately 12:15 p.m. The next meeting date is to be confirmed.  

 


